"Young India – COVID19 Challenge"

As a part of Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Campaign run by AICTE, Jyothy Institute of technology has called for "Young India – COVID19 Challenge". The main agenda of the challenge is to develop a disinfecting tunnel/gate. The challenge was thrown open to students of our institution to propose solutions. The challenge was publicized on our website and a message was sent to all students. The Duration provided for submission of proposal was one week starting from the announcement. From the responses, one proposal was found to have merit. The students have already started the design. The development of the prototype will be funded by the institution. The same will be deployed in the college for testing. The students will have satisfaction of working for a societal cause. The challenge publicized on our website www.jyothyit.ac.in is shown below:
Total Number of proposals received : 03

Number of students : 06

Date : 26/04/2020 till 02/05/2020

Best Proposal Selected Title : DISINFECTANT GATE/TUNNEL

The report is attached with the video link for the proposal

Call for Proposal Link: https://jyothytut.ac.in/youngindia-covid19-challenge/

Video Link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WApUIM3sSjXdf8o11JqPWNyutzy4uKuog
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